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protocol is hence its capacity to scale on large and dense
networks. The two most popular techniques to reduce
signaling overhead in MANETs are Fish Eye [5, 6] and
clustering [7].
With the Fish Eye technique, the frequency of topology
updates is inversely proportional to the distance to the
updating source. Instead of sending signaling messages to
distant nodes at the same rate as to nearby nodes, Fish Eye
modifies the routing protocols such that these messages are
only forwarded at a lower rate beyond some distance
thresholds. A strong advantage of the Fish Eye technique is
that the routing protocols can easily be modified to enable
Fish Eye capability in practical implementation. Also, Fish
Eye routers do not need extra network interfaces to relay
information as compared to cluster heads' requirement in
some cluster-based techniques. However, the Fish Eye
technique still keeps flat network architecture. Thus, every
node still relays signaling messages for every other node, less
frequently though.
In cluster-based routing, the network is divided into clusters.
Each cluster has a cluster head (CH) node and some ordinary
member nodes. MANET routing protocols are run in each
cluster and their signaling messages are to propagate only
within the cluster. The CHs notify each other about their
cluster's members frequently using a different
communication channel. Inter-cluster communications are
relayed by CHs. The CHs may in turn form another MANET
and be clusterized to an upper level if needed.
In order to reduce the overhead of the CH communications,
the number of clusters must be minimized in the whole
network. The CHs are thus spaced out to cover all nodes of
the network and this also improves the spatial reuse of CH
intra-communications.
Therefore, most cluster-based techniques form no
overlapping clusters where CHs have multiple network
interfaces with different communication ranges (e.g.: short
range for intra-cluster and long-range for inter-cluster
communications.) Notice that cluster-based technique can
also be applied to MANETs where the nodes only have single
network interface. In this situation, the intercommunication
between distant CHs takes place as point to-point
communications. The traffic is then relayed by ordinary,
intermediate nodes sitting between these CHs.
While the network's communication performance can be
different depending on the number of wireless interfaces
each node has, the problem of CH selection is fundamentally
unchanged. Compared to the flat network architecture
inherent to the Fish Eye technique, the hierarchical structure
of cluster-based routing is more suitable for a well-defined,
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Ad hoc Networks (MANETs). The feasibility of a clustering
method can be primarily determined by the complexity of the
cluster head selection. Optimizing the cluster head selection
allows for the network to be more efficient by minimizing the
signaling overhead while ensuring that the network
connectivity is maintained despite topology changes. In this
paper, we investigate the problems of cluster head selection for
large and dense MANETs. Two variants of the cluster head
selection are examined: (1) the distance-constrained selection
where every node in the network must be located within a
certain distance to the nearest cluster head; and (2) the
size-constrained selection where each cluster is only allowed to
have a limited number of members. We show that the problem
of minimizing the set of cluster heads is NP-hard for both
variants. We propose two distributed selection algorithms,
each having logarithmic approximation ratio, for these
variants. We also discuss, using simulations, the resulting
cluster size distribution and cluster head density, which impact
the efficient operation of the network.
Index Terms— MANET, scalability, clustering algorithms,
complexity, NP-complete.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the near future, the US military's Joint Tactical Radio
System (JTRS) [1] is expected to create radios that work
together to form autonomous ad hoc networks. Also, the US
DARPA's Wireless Network after Next program (WNaN) [2,
3] aims at developing technologies and concepts enabling the
eployment of massively dense networks. The technology
created by the wan program is expected to provide reliable
and highly-available battlefield communication systems at
low operating cost. As a result, there will be challenges for
routing protocols to support distributed and adaptive network
operations in these large, dense and scalable MANETs.
Out of many existing MANET routing protocols, OLSR [4] is
being considered as a very potential candidate for IETF
standardization and for military networking deployment.
OLSR is a proactive protocol, which means the node
knowledge about the network topology is periodically
refreshed. When the size of the network grows, the amount of
signaling overhead also increases to maintain the topology
updates. One of the main issues of a MANET's routing
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multilevel tactical military network. In practice, the
Hierarchical OLSR protocol (HOLSR [8]) has implemented a
cluster-based routing mechanism for tactical MANETs.
Figure 1(a) illustrates a combat unit in a tactical MANET.
The combat unit includes a vehicle and the ground troops
assigned to it. Communications between troops of different
units are relayed by their vehicles. Each vehicle has two radio
interfaces: short- and long-range. The short-range interface
allows the vehicle to communicate with neighboring
vehicles, with distances from hundreds meters to one
kilometer. The long-range interface allows for
communication with other vehicles farther than several
kilometres. Each combat unit is represented by a node of the
graph in Figure 1(b). The short-range radio interface allows
units to form a multihop MANET. With cluster-based
routing, three CHs are selected among the nodes in Figure
1(b). Each CH covers a cluster encompassing its direct
neighbors. The CHs then communicate with each other using
the long-range interfaces. Therefore, they may form another
multihop MANET. The communications between nodes
from different clusters are relayed by CHs. The CH selection
is static in the current implementation of HOLSR. The CHs
are chosen before the network's deployment. They broadcast
messages inviting other nodes to join their clusters as a
function of the nodes' distance to the nearest CH. No new CH
is selected during the network's operation. This static
selection may lead to problems of CHs' availability due to
node mobility or due to CHs' failure. In this paper we
investigate the selection of CHs in a distributed
environment such as MANET. We derive new results on
the complexity and efficiency of two variants of the CH
selection: distance-constrained and size constrained
clustering.

Figure 2. Three CHs selected to cover all nodes.
Selection of CHs in a tactical MANET.

The analysis of our simulations allows for the recognition
of some properties that are most relevant to the overhead and
the performance of these networks.The rests of this paper is
organized as follows. We present in Section 2 some existing
work on CH selection in MANETs. The complexity of CH
selection is investigated in detail in Section 3. We also
present distributed algorithms to select CHs in MANETs.
We analyze in Section 4 some properties of these algorithms,
obtained by simulations, that are most relevant to the
overhead and the efficiency of the network. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK
CH selection has extensively been studied in the literature of
wireless ad hoc networks. It was showed in [9, 10] that using
clusters for data-aggregation in large-scale sensor networks
can significantly improve the sensors' lifetime. In [9],
Heinzelman et al propose a protocol (LEACH) that allows
nodes to select CHs using a distributed algorithm. Each
sensor takes its turn as CH so that their energy consumption
is balanced. LEACH ensures that the network has on average
a fixed, predefined number of CHs at any time. Chen et al
[10] improve this approach by first estimating the optimal
number of clusters to efficiently utilize data correlation of
sensors. A new random CH selection algorithm is then
proposed, aiming at minimizing the distance between the
CHs and their members.Koshy et al [11] show that
information entropy (used by the authors as a way to classify
nodes as conservative or exploratory based on their activities)
can also serve as a metric to form clusters. Nodes with low
level of activities are more likely to become CHs. This
method may therefore produce stable CHs.
In [12], Xia et al propose a distributed CH selection protocol
that forms clusters of nodes having similar sensed data in
order to optimize the data aggregation at the CHs. Their
protocol also considers including into the cluster the nodes
located at any distance up to h-hops away from the CH. Thus,
their work is closely related to our distance constrained CH
selection with an additional constraint on the node's data
similarity.
Regarding MANETs, Chinara et al report in [7] an
interesting survey on clustering algorithms, ranging from
nodes' ID-based selection to mobility and connectivity
metric-based selection. They show that while ID-based
selection produces a fast and stable cluster setup, it suffers
from the rigidness of the CHs' structure, because the same

Figure 1. A combat unit (equivalent to an HOLSR node).
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nodes are often selected independently of the network
topology. Topology-dependent CH selection (based on
mobility and connectivity metrics) can produce a more
evenly distributed CH set. However, they may require a
larger cluster setup time. An example of clustering based on
mobility consideration is given in [13] by Konstantopoulos et
al.We choose to consider the CH selection in this paper
uniquely with the constraints related to the network topology
graph, i.e. limiting the distance (in number of hops) between
each CH and its members or limiting the size of each cluster.
The reason behind those limitations is because other metrics
(e.g.: energy, traffic load, mobility factors) can often be
modeled using an appropriate weighted graph topology. For
example: energy-saving CH selection in a network can be
modeled by a CH selection in a weighted graph (the weight of
each node is inversely proportional to its remaining energy
amount) in which the sum of all CHs' weight is minimized.
More generally, in graph theory, CH selection is studied with
the dominating set problems [14].Out of the two variants of
CH selection that we present in this paper, the
distance-constrained CH selection is cited as a known variant
of the dominating set problem in [14]. Amis et al present in
[15] a proof showing the NPcompleteness of this variant. The
authors also propose a heuristic to select CHs based on the
nodes' ID. However, this heuristic is known to fail to provide
a good solution in some pathological cases, for example:
when the nodes' ID are monotonically increasing or
decreasing in a straight line. Also, the efficiency of the
proposed heuristic, represented by the approximation factor
of its result compared to an optimal solution, has not been
investigated.
The second variant that we examine in this paper, the
size-constrained CH selection, is more related to the work
done by Nam et al [16] where the CH selection tries to form
clusters of equal size. Chatterjee et al [17] also propose a
distributed clustering algorithm that takes into consideration
various parameters such as ideal degree, transmission power,
mobility, etc., while limiting the number of members in each
cluster. To the best of our knowledge, there is no known
result on the complexity of the size-constrained CH selection.
Also, the existing work done on CH selection does not
investigate the approximation factor of the proposed
solutions for both problems that we examine. We present in
this paper a proof showing the NP completeness of the
size-constrained CH selection. A new proof, which is
significantly shorter than the one in [15], is also presented for
the distance-constrained CH selection problem. Moreover,
we propose a distributed algorithm for each problem and
show that they can achieve logarithmic approximation
factors, which is known (see Feige [19]) to be best possible
unless NP has super polynomial time algorithms.
Notice that other variants of CH selection exist. For example,
Kuhn et al [18] propose two algorithms of CH selection such
that each node is a member of no less than k different clusters
to ensure fault tolerance. The study of these variants is
beyond the scope of this paper because we are primarily
concerned with the minimization of the number of CHs in the
whole network. However, we acknowledge in our analysis
that the number of clusters that encompass a node is a factor
reflecting the robustness of the clustering scheme. Given the
ad hoc nature of MANET routers and their low

computational capacity, it is thus important that we
investigate the complexity of these CH selection variants and
propose distributed algorithms that can be applied to a
tactical MANET environment.

III. CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION
We study in this section two variants of the CH selection for
MANETs. The first variant selects CHs such that every
dependant node is within a distance h hops from the nearest
CH. The second variant selects CHs such that the size of each
cluster is not larger than Δ. We will discuss the complexity of
both problems and derive distributed CH selection
algorithms that are applicable to MANETs. In addition, a
third variant, called distance-and-size constrained CH
selection, which is a combination of the two variants
described above, is also examined.
A. DISTANCE-CONSTRAINED CH SELECTION IN
MANET
In this section we consider the selection of CHs in a
MANET of n nodes such that every node in this network is
within distance h hops of a CH, for a given positive h. Such a
set of CHs is said to cover within h hops the whole network. It
is natural to seek the minimum set of CHs to reduce the
communication overhead between CHs.To start, we state a
result on the NP-completeness of the decision problem of
finding such a set of size no larger than k CHs. Then, we
present a greedy distributed algorithm allowing to select the
CHs with an approximation factor of min (ln, Δh,ln n ), where
Δ is the maximum degree of the topology graph.
B. COMPLEXITY
Let G=(V,E)be a graph representing the network topology,
|V|=n.Each vertex represents a node and for all vertices, u,
v∈V, (u,v) ∈ if and only if two nodes u and v are direct
neighbors. Let h be a positive number, the minimum CH set of
the MANET is then represented by the minimum set of
vertices s such that for every vertex u , either u  S or there
exists a vertex v S such that d (u, v)„ h .d (u, v) denotes the
shortest distance between nodes u and v in terms of hop. Such
a set S is called distance-h dominating set of G (cf.
[14]).Notice that if h=1 then the problem of finding such a
minimum set S is identical to the minimum dominating set
problem, which is equivalent to the NP-hard minimum set
cover in [20].We examine the decision problem of the
distance-h dominating set, defined as follows. Let k<n
positive, does the network admit a set of CHs of size at most k
such that each node is either a CH or is within distance h hops
away from a CH? One can see that such a set exists if and only
if G admits a distance-h dominating set of size at most k.
Theorem 1: The decision problem of the distance- h
dominating set is NP-complete.
Proof: It is easy to verify that this problem is in NP.
Given a set S , |S|,k„ , it can be checked in polynomial time
that every vertex of G is either in S or within distance h to a
vertex in S by calculating the shortest path from all vertices
in S to all vertices in V\S. To prove NP-completeness, we use
induction on h by reducing the problem distance- (h 1)
dominating set to the problem distance- h dominating set.
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Notice that this problem is known to be NP-complete when
h = 1.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. We construct a new graph G by
extending G in the following manner: for each v V, we add a
new vertex v and an edge Connecting v and v . Formally G =
(V , E) where V = V {v | v V} and E = E {(v, v) | v V } This
construction is polynomial time. Our goal is to show that G
has a distance- (h 1) dominating set of size at most k if and
only if G has a distance-h dominating set of size at most k .
Let S be a distance- (h 1) dominating set of G of size k . It is
clear that S is also a distance-h dominating set of G. Because
for each vertex v V \ S , if v V then there is s S such that d (s,
v)„ h 1 < h „ by the definition of S . If v V \ V then v is
connected to a vertex v * V. Again, there exists s S such that
*
d (s, v )„ h 1 „ in G leading to d (s, v)„ h in G .
Now, let us assume that S is a distance- h dominating set of G
of size k . We construct a set S from S as follows S = (S
V
) {s V | s S \ V } . We have| S | „| S |= k„ by construction and S
only contains vertices from V . For each v V \ S let s Sl such
that d (s, v) is minimum. It is impossible that d (s, v)…h in G
since it would imply d (s , v )…h 1 with v the extended vertex
of v in G and for all s S , a contradiction of the definition of S
. Therefore, S is a distance- (h 1) dominating set of G of size
at most k.

4. If v has sent a message to select u as CH and has received
a message from u announcing that it becomes a CH then v is
marked as covered.
5. End while.
In this greedy algorithm, at least one CH is selected after each
round of its execution. To see that this is true: it is true for the
first execution round in which there is at least one node u
selected by all its h-hop neighbors (at least the node u with
the largest wh (u) in the whole network will be selected.)
Node u then forms its cluster and this cluster is removed from
the topology graph because the cluster's nodes are marked as
covered. The algorithm is re-executed with this new topology
graph. Therefore, the time complexity of the CH selection is
at most linear in the size of the network. We also know the
approximation factor achievable by this algorithm based on a
similar result on the greedy set-covering algorithm in [21]
(see also Chvátal [22]), to which the interested reader may
refer for full details.
IV. SIZE-CONSTRAINED CH SELECTION
There is a major drawback with the previous selection of a
CH set. Because this mode of selection is based solely on the
distance constraint, it offers no control over the size of each
cluster. If some clusters are too large and the CHs have to
relay a high amount of control traffic for their dependants
then congestions may occur in the network. It can directly
impact the network's quality of service.

C. GREEDY DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM FOR CH
SELECTION
There are many centralized algorithms to approximate the
minimum dominating set (cf. [21, 22, 23]). However, it is
known by Feige [19] that the minimum dominating set
cannot be approximated within a ratio of (1 ) ln n ,, for any 
O (log log n )time algorithms.Therefore,
> 0, unless NP has n
known polynomial time approximation algorithms for this
problem, which produce an approximation factor of ln n , are
essentially .For a given positive h , we design a
greedy,distributed algorithm appoximating the minimum
dominating set for the selection of a distance- h dominating
set. Let v be a node, the distance- h neighborhood of v ,
denoted as N h (v), contains all nodes within h hops from v.
The distance-h degree of node v is d h (v) =| N h (v) | Let Wh
(v) be the set of uncovered nodes in N h (v)and wh (v) =| Wh
(v) | . We assume there exists a distance-h neighborhood
discovery protocol that allows each node v to know N h (v) Wh
(v) and wh (u) for all u N h (v). Typically, for h = 2, the
NHDP protocol for MANETs by Clausen et al [24] can easily
be adapted to satisfy this requirement.
Each node v executes the following greedy algorithm to
select the CHs according to the distance-h constraint:

D. COMPLEXITY
The decision problem of the size- d o m i n a t i n g set is
defined as follows. Let k < n positive, can the network be
partitioned into at most k clusters, each CH has no more than
dependants and is at distance 1-hop from its dependants? It is
trivial that such a partition exists if and only if the network
graph can be partitioned into at most k sub graphs, each
isomorphic to a star of degree at most
Notice that if = 1 then the set of clusters becomes a
maximum matching of the graph, which implies the problem
can be solved in polynomial time using Edmonds’ algorithm
[25] for any graph. On the other hand, if then it is equivalent
to the classical NP-hard minimum dominating set problem.
E.
DISTANCE-AND-SIZE-CONSTRAINED
CH
SELECTION
The size-constrained CH selection problem and algorithm
presented in the previous section work explicitly with 1hop
neighbors only. We examine in this section a third variant of
the CH selection, which is a combination of the two previous
variants, called distance-and-size constrained CH selection.
The corresponding decision problem, called (distance-h,
size- dominating set, is defined as follows. Let K<N positive,
can the network be partitioned into at most k clusters such
that each CH has no more than dependants and is at distance
at most h hops from its dependants?
Analogously, we find that this problem is also NP
complete for all 1 h… and for all …2. Due to space
limitations, we only present the proof for the NP
completeness of this problem. The size-constrained CH
selection algorithm can be easily adapted to the distance

Algorithm
1. While v is still uncovered:
2. If there is u Wh (v), u v, such that wh (u) = max(wh ( z) | z
Wh (v))then send a message to ()hWv declaring the wish to
select u as CH. In case of a tie, then choose the node having
the largest ID.
3. If all nodes in Wh (v) select v as CH, then v sends a
message to Wh (v) to announce it is becoming a CH. v is
marked as covered.
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and-size-constrained CH selection and will be left to the
interested readers.

are, and negotiate with candidate CHs to find a cluster to
join. We may also need to allow a temporary moment when
the backup CHs have to accept new nodes even if their size
exceeds the limit before a new CH selection procedure is
triggered. Nevertheless, having multiple CHs already
selected in the neighbourhood, and under the assumptions
that the CHs exchange their database of members with their
CH peers with regard to an eventual backup, can help to
recover more quickly from a CH failure compared with
having to re-elect a new CH and waiting for this CH to collect
all the information about the members before disseminate it
into the networks.

V. SIMULATION
We present some simulation results in this section. Our
simulations aim at showing, for the distance-constrained and
the distance-and-size-constrained CH selection, the
parameters that influence the network overhead such as the
total number of clusters in the network and the CH density
(i.e. the average number of CHs in the distance-h
neighborhood of each node.)In the following simulations, the
distance- h CH selection algorithm is executed with h = 2.
The size- CH selection algorithm is executed with various
values of and also extended to cover the 2-hop neighbors.
That means a CH will: (1) include a maximum of nodes
among its uncovered direct neighbors to its cluster and (2) if
all direct neighbors are covered and there is still room then
include two-hop neighbors (only the ones reachable through
a direct neighbor already in the cluster) until arriving at
dependants.
It is worth pointing out that while it is feasible to h-hops
neighborhood, there may be an overhead tradeoff to consider.
Such an implementation requires a signalling protocol to
collect information from all nodes up to hops neighborhood
(an example of this implementation is to retransmit NHDP's
Hello messages up to h hops.) This can lead to a significant
increase in local signalling overhead as the number of Hello
h
messages in the h-hops neighborhood grows in O ( ) .
Our simulator is written in the C language. We assume there
is no loss at the communication level. In a typical simulation,
our program generates a random network topology according
to some input parameters. Then the CH selection algorithms
are executed by the nodes on this network topology and the
parameters of interest are reported. The input parameters are
the total number of nodes n in the network, the average node
density V and, only for the size-constraint algorithm, the
maximum allowable size  of each cluster. For a particular
simulation configuration (i.e. a particular set of input
parameters), the algorithms are executed on 20000 randomly
generated network topologies and the results are averaged.
To generate a network topology from the parameters n and
, we assume that the communication range of each node is
unitary. Therefore, two nodes are direct neighbors if and only
if their euclidean distance is no more than 1. To start, we
compare on an identical network topology the selections of
CHs with and without size constraint. Then we continue by
presenting the parameters of interest for each algorithm.

G. NUMBER OF CLUSTERS
Figure 5 compares the number of clusters formed by each
selection algorithm. The total number of nodes in the
network varies from 20 to 100 nodes. The node density varies
from 5 to 10 nodes per unitary disc. For size constrained CH
selection we fixed = 10 .We can see that the number of
clusters formed by both algorithms increases almost linearly
with the number of nodes in the network. This trend is true
independently of the node density. In sparse networks ( = 5,
6, 7 ), there are slightly more clusters when the cluster size is
limited to = 10 than when it is not. This gap becomes larger
for dense networks ( = 10 ): 14 clusters with size constraint
compared to 8 clusters without size constraint for a network
of 100 nodes. However, it is still a very efficient way to reduce
signaling overhead compared to a flat network, because the
number of CHs is less than 20% of the total number of nodes.

VI. CONCLUSION
We investigate in this paper the complexity and performance
of different cluster head (CH) selections in MANETs. Two
variants of CH selection are examined. The first variant
(a.k.a. distance-constrained) selects a set of CHs such that
every node in the network is either a CH or is located within
distance h hops away from the nearest CH. The second
variant (a.k.a. size-constrained) limits the maximum size of
each cluster to members. A third variant, combining the
distance and size constraints, is also presented. The decision
problems of these variants are showed to be NP-complete for
a general network graph. We propose two distributed
algorithms for these CH selections. Each algorithm has
logarithmic approximation ratio, which is known to be best
possible unless NP has super polynomial time algorithms.
The time complexity of these algorithms is at most linear in
the size of the network. Our simulation results show that the
distance constrained CH selection can find a smaller CH set
compared to the distance-and-size-constrained selection.
However, the cluster size is unevenly distributed among the
clusters. This may create congestion at some CHs if they have
to relay a large amount of traffic for their dependants. The
simulations also show that the distance and-size-constrained
CH selection can solve this issue by selecting more CHs in
the network. The clusters then have similar size.
Also according to our simulations, while the number of
clusters in the network increases linearly with the network
size for both algorithms, the CH selection with size
constraint can offer a more robust connectivity to the
dependants. Its CH density is higher than 2 for most network

F. NUMBER OF CLUSTERS AND CH DENSITY
We examine in this section two parameters of interest that
can influence the network efficiency: the number of clusters
and the CH density. The number of clusters indicates the
overhead of the network at the CH level. The CH density is
calculated as the average number of CHs that each node can
find in its 2-hop neighborhood. Therefore, the CH density
reflects the robustness of the CH selection algorithm: in case
of a CH failure, its dependants may backup immediately to an
existing CH found in the 2-hop neighborhood. It is worth
mentioning that we may need a protocol to support the
recovery from a CH failure. Such a protocol would allow
nodes having a failed CH to know who the alternative CHs
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configurations. That means if some CHs fail, their
dependants may be able to find an existing CH in the
neighborhood ready for a quick backup. Notice that this
backup feature needs an additional protocol to help nodes
recovering from a CH failure, which is a subject for further
research.
Another issue relevant to the clustering performance is the
management of node mobility and topology changes. We
believe that the consideration of topology changes in CH
selection algorithms is challenging and has the merit of
being examined separately in a future study.
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